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I. Project Description

North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) is ready to welcome cutting 
edge economic opportunities with its I-26 Flying to the Future project. I-26 Flying to the 
Future will build a new I-26 interchange, future Exit 35, to connect I-26 in Buncombe 
County, North Carolina to NC 191. The interchange will help the area adapt to current 
and planned growth. The project area is the nationally recognized Biltmore Park West 
(owned by Biltmore Farms Co.). Biltmore Park West will be the future home of the 
much-anticipated Pratt & Whitney Manufacturing Center, which is the first development 
on this site and is currently under construction (operations tentatively beginning in early 
2022). I-26 Flying to the Future is a steppingstone to a wealth of future site development 
at Biltmore Park West that will enhance the area’s economy and job options.

The approved Manufacturing Center site plan includes the development of an interior 
roadway currently under construction by the developer, which contains a two-lane 
roadway between NC 191 (Brevard Road) and the proposed facility. While this 2-lane 
road is currently being constructed, the new roadway is being graded for four-lanes. 
NCDOT will accept the roadway into the state maintenance system upon completion 
and certification. The roadway under construction will include a new bridge over the 
French Broad River, a roundabout, and connections to the existing roadway network.

While Pratt & Whitney is developing the interior roadway network, the area lacks a 
convenient interstate exit and roadway facilities that are crucial to the continued success 
of the greater region, the site, and any future development in the area. With even more 
economically valuable development slated to take place in Biltmore Park West, a No-
Build scenario where the interchange is not constructed will exacerbate congestion on 
the existing system, leading to longer travel times and longer distances traveled to get 
to jobs. I-26 Flying to the Future, the focus of this Rebuilding American Infrastructure 
with Sustainability and Equity (RAISE) Grant Application, will help Asheville ascend 
to new opportunities by constructing a direct connection between the new, privately 
developed roadway currently under construction to I-26 at the new interchange.
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NCDOT is leveraging the development for the entire region’s benefit in order to 
promote much needed connectivity in the area. Without question, NCDOT is committed 
to completing the project; the interchange project will not be delayed based on the 
outcome of this RAISE Grant Application. The future I-26 Exit 35 will support local 
economic opportunities and augment the regional and state economies in Buncombe 
County, surrounding counties, and North Carolina.

NCDOT’s Strategic Transportation Corridor (STC) network, which lists roadways that 
are the backbone of North Carolina’s transportation system, includes I-26 as a critical 
multimodal transportation corridor.1 Today, I-26 is undergoing construction to widen 
the interstate and improve capacity and safety. Other improvements to I-26 include the 
installation of broadband along the interstate. 

I-26 Flying to the Future is the next chapter in North Carolina’s strong history of aviation. 
As aviation pioneers, the Wright Brothers achieved the first flight of an airplane in 
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, establishing the state as leaders in air travel. Today, North 
Carolina is home to a multitude of aerospace businesses and manufacturers, including 
GE Aviation, Spirit AeroSystems, Honeywell, and many more.2 In the eastern part of the 
State, North Carolina Global TransPark is a multimodal industrial/airport site offering 
air, rail, highway, and port access. Additionally, just two miles south of the project site is 
BorgWarner Turbo Systems, Inc., an innovative auto parts manufacturer that is turning 
its focus to electric vehicle components. The Pratt & Whitney plant, which is one of 
many businesses that will benefit from the interchange, will manufacture jet engine 
components for civilian and military aircraft; Pratt & Whitney is owned by the U.S. 
defense contractor Raytheon. As an innovative jet engine manufacturer, Pratt & Whitney 
fits right into this aircraft and innovation economy and into the state’s rich culture of 
aerospace pioneering. NCDOT’s interchange project is only two exits north of Asheville 
Regional Airport, creating a literal connection to North Carolina’s aerospace culture 
and economy. I-26 Flying to the Future is supporting next generation aerospace and 
automobile innovation.

1  https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/Pages/NCTransportationNetwork.aspx
2  https://www.nccommerce.com/business/key-industries-north-carolina/aerospace-defense

Interchange Tie-In
Existing Proposed Existing Proposed

Right of Way Varies, 270-830 ft on I-26 TBD

N/A

TBD
Type of Access Control N/A Full Control No Control
Roadway Typical Section N/A 1-2 lane 2-4 Lane
Speed 70 mph on I-26 40 mph
Length of Project Approx. ½ mile
Functional Classification Interstate 
Strategic Transportation  
Corridor (STC) Information Corridor C (I-26/US 74)

Table 1: Project Details

https://www.citizen-times.com/story/news/local/2020/10/31/pratt-whitneys-650-m-asheville-plant-expected-spawn-more-investment/6075798002/
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/Pages/NCTransportationNetwork.aspx
https://www.nccommerce.com/business/key-industries-north-carolina/aerospace-defense
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II. Project Location

The project site (Figure 1) is located six miles south of Downtown Asheville, North 
Carolina (Buncombe County). The development site is bound by the French Broad 
River to the north and west, Blue Ridge Parkway to the south, and I-26 to the 
east. The proposed Exit 35 interchange will be located approximately four miles 
south of the I-26/I-40/I-240 system interchange (the centerpiece of the regional 
transportation network) and approximately 4.5 miles north of I-26 Exit 40 for 
Asheville Regional Airport. The access roadway portion of the project will connect 
into a road currently being constructed by project partners such as the Golden 
Leaf Foundation. The project will create a connection from the I-26 interchange to 
NC 191, and will tie in with the Pratt & Whitney site (Figure 3) by continuing west 
from the interchange ramps. The distance from I-26 to NC 191 is approximately 
one mile. It will create a connection from the I-26 interchange to NC 191, and will 
tie in with the Pratt & Whitney site by continuing west from the interchange ramps, 
providing essential access for the workforce to this region-changing development.

Figure 1: Project Site Map

N
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Figure 2: Regional Site Map

Figure 3: Project Site in Relation to Pratt & Whitney Development
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The new interchange will not only leverage I-26 to connect people to good-paying 
jobs, but will also connect people to fun outdoor recreational resources, many of which 
encourage exercise and healthy living. The project is located within three miles of 
several regional attractions, including the Biltmore Estate, the North Carolina Arboretum, 
Blue Ridge Parkway, several recreation points (e.g., kayak launches, trails, etc.) along 
French Broad River, Asheville Outlets, and Lake Julian. 

Buncombe County’s nickname is “Land of Sky” due to its beautiful Blue Ridge 
Mountains. The project site sees moderate elevation change (Figure 4). Besides being 
tucked into a splendid array of mountains, the project site is densely forested and is 
located less than one-half mile from the closest point of the French Broad River.

Figure 4: Project Site’s Topography

<INSERT IMAGE HERE>

Image Source

https://www.flickr.com/photos/anoldent/35463465036
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Prosperity Zones in North Carolina are administrative zones that allow holistic, inter-
agency collaboration and resident interaction with subject matter experts (Workforce 
Development, Existing Business, Environmental Issues, etc.). They keep everyone in-
the-know and working collaboratively together. Buncombe County is part of the Western 
Prosperity Zone sub-region, along with Madison, Haywood, Transylvania, Henderson, 
Polk, and Rutherford Counties (Figure 5). The Western Prosperity Zone is amongst 
the least populated zones in North Carolina and experienced greater job and business 
losses than the rest of the state during the Great Recession (2007 – 2009). That being 
said, Asheville and Buncombe County continue to make an incredible recovery, boasting 
the lowest unemployment rate in the region and a highly diversified economy.3 I-26 
Flying to the Future will create a connection that will help Buncombe County continue to 
soar toward an upward economic trajectory.

3  https://www.nccommerce.com/blog/2015/04/09/nc-western-prosperity-zone-region-changing-old-perceptions-    
   about-mountain-economies

Figure 5: North Carolina’s 
Prosperity Zones

Western Prosperity Zone

Asheville

Image Source

https://www.nccommerce.com/blog/2015/04/09/nc-western-prosperity-zone-region-changing-old-perceptions-about-mountain-economies
https://www.nccommerce.com/blog/2015/04/09/nc-western-prosperity-zone-region-changing-old-perceptions-about-mountain-economies
https://www.flickr.com/photos/kenlane/11109519276
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Neither Buncombe County nor Census Tract 21.01 where the project is located is an 
Area of Persistent Poverty. The project is located in an urbanized area4 and therefore 
does not qualify as a rural area. Many of the areas that are part of Asheville’s commuter 
shed (Figure 6 and Table 2) are considered rural areas, including Jackson, Haywood, 
Madison, McDowell, Polk, Rutherford, and Transylvania Counties. Historically, the 
predominant jobs in these counties are in the service industry. I-26 Flying to the Future 
will improve the connection of rural communities to good-paying jobs, giving people 
more variety in their job prospects by linking into the regional commuter shed.

4  https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/MPO_UZA_MAP_2013.pdf  

Table 2: In-Commuting to Jobs in Buncombe County

*Non-Metro Counties include 
Transylvania, McDowell, Mecklenburg, 
Rutherford, Jackson, Cleveland, 
Macon, and Polk Counties.

Figure 6: Asheville Commuter Shed

County of Origin Labor Force In-Commuting

Buncombe 47%
Henderson 17%
Haywood 10%
Madison 3%
Non-Metro Counties* 1-3%

N

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/planning/TPB%20Documents/MPO_UZA_MAP_2013.pdf
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III. Grant Funds, Sources, and  
      Uses of All Project Funding

The estimated cost of the project is 
$35,929,000, summarized in Table 3. 
These costs encompass the entire project 
sufficient to achieve independent utility. 
The costs listed here exclude all costs 
already incurred, i.e., NCDOT has already 
spent or committed about $400,000  
on preliminary engineering and 
environmental work. 

Increased operations and maintenance 
(O&M) costs for electricity, traffic control, 
ITS, mowing, general maintenance, etc. are estimated to start at $10,000 per year and 
grow to $50,000 per year after about 10 years. O&M plus resurfacing every 12-15 years 
or so are paid with State funds. The total O&M and resurfacing cost for the first 12-
15 years after opening is estimated at an additional $800,000 (including $500,000 for 
resurfacing around 2036) during that time. 

All costs and sources on this page are in 2021 dollars. NCDOT is requesting 
$24,859,000 Federal support from the RAISE Program. ARC and US Economic 
Development Administration (EDA) funds will be applied for as well.

The economic development funds listed in Table 4 have been committed for the 
development in this area of Buncombe County. The Biltmore Farms contribution is  
in-kind donation of property for roadway right-of-way. 

The total non-Federal match for this project is 32%.

Table 3: Project Cost Summary

Roadway (earthwork,  
pavement, traffic, etc.)  $21,529,000 

Structures and Utilities  $2,716,000 
Inspection and Administration  $3,656,000 
Mitigation  $2,484,000 
Design and Engineering  $3,274,000 
Right-of-Way  $2,270,000 
PROJECT TOTAL:  $35,929,000  

Table 4: Funding Sources

Source Type Amount Percent

RAISE Program Federal $24,859,000 68%

NCDOT Economic Development Funds Non-Federal $10,000,000 27%

Biltmore Farms Non-Federal $1,070,000 3%

PROJECT TOTAL: $35,929,000

NCDOT O&M and Resurfacing Non-Federal $800,000 2%

SOURCES TOTAL: $36,729,000 100%
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IV. Selection Criteria

A. Safety

NCDOT is very committed 
to the safety of travelers, as 
evidenced by the agency’s 
actions, policies, and even 
its mission:

“

“

Connecting people, 
products, and places 
safely, and efficiently 
with customer focus, 
accountability, 
 and environmental 
sensitivity to enhance 
the economy and vitality 
of North Carolina.

5  https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/811366#:%7E:text=Based%20on%20the%20 
   Fatality%20Analysis,20081%20were%20intersection%2Drelated%20crashes

A major safety factor for I-26 Flying to the Future is the 
increased presence of freight due to future development. 
It is safer to keep freight on the interstate, separated as 
much as possible from local traffic due to terrain and 
infrastructure. With the shipment of goods to/from the 
current and future facilities at Biltmore Park West, the 
interchange becomes a critical connection and means of 
keeping freight off of local roads, reducing the potential 
for truck/passenger vehicle conflicts.

I-26 is part of the National Highway Freight Network. 
As mentioned, I-26 is also part of NCDOT’s Strategic 
Transportation Corridor (STC) network, meaning this 
interstate is a critical component of North Carolina’s 
freight economy, and is planned and built to incorporate 
freight travel. Freight operators may have to contend with 
steep grades and sharp turns on local roadways, risking 
their safety and that of the travelers around them. I-26, 
however, carves a smooth path through western North 
Carolina’s mountainous terrain. 

Creating direct access from I-26 to NC 191 has several 
positive implications for transportation safety, especially 
given the ongoing development of Biltmore Park West. 
Direct access from the interstate to the businesses that 
will locate in Biltmore Park West reduces the number 
of interactions with intersections and conflict points 
for motorists. Left turns have been proven to involve a 
greater safety risk due to the high chance of conflict with 
other motor vehicles;5 by creating a direct connection 
and eliminating several left turns, safety is increased. For 
example, someone traveling from downtown Fletcher, 
North Carolina to the Pratt & Whitney site has to make 
at least six left turns; that number increases as people 
travel from further away from more direct routes to I-26. 
With the construction of the project, the traveler would 
only have to make three left turns, two of which include 
entering and exiting I-26. North Carolinians deserve safe, 
direct paths to their destinations.

https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/811366#:%7E:text=Based%20on%20the%20Fatality%20Analysis,20081%20were%20intersection%2Drelated%20crashes
https://crashstats.nhtsa.dot.gov/Api/Public/ViewPublication/811366#:%7E:text=Based%20on%20the%20Fatality%20Analysis,20081%20were%20intersection%2Drelated%20crashes
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Non-motorists deserve to enjoy travel and recreation safely, too. Direct access reduces 
the exposure for non-motorists (cyclists and pedestrians) to physical barriers and 
conflicts with automobiles. Please refer to the “Quality of Life” section for information 
on trails and non-motorized travel on and near the project site. Overall, creating a more 
direct connection between I-26 and NC 191 reduces the opportunity for incidents and 
collisions. 

People in Western North Carolina, particularly near Asheville, have to deal with traffic 
not only from work commuters, but from tourist sites as well. The interchange will help to 
prevent unnecessary strain on the local roadway system, which is already experiencing 
congestion. Asheville Outlets, located north of the project site and west of I-26, employs 
about 800 people in addition to welcoming thousands of visitors. BorgWarner Turbo 
Systems, Inc., an auto parts manufacturer, is located on NC 191 south of the project site 
and west of I-26 and employs approximately 500 people. They are currently investing in 
upgrades to their facility which will result in 100 additional jobs. Considering the added 
traffic volume that will come with opening the Pratt & Whitney plant with 800 employees 
(450 maximum per shift) and future businesses in Biltmore Park West, an added route 
option is critical to maintaining a safe flow of traffic. Forcing such large numbers of 
motorists through the interchanges to the north and south of the project site would 
exacerbate the existing congestion, especially during peak commuting hours. Routing 
travelers directly to the interstate will help ease congestion and stacking on NC 191 and 
the local roads surrounding it, reducing the potential for incidents and increasing the 
satisfaction of motorists with their trips.

Image Source

https://wlos.com/news/local/delays-likely-along-i-26-as-crews-have-2-separate-projects-planned-for-monday
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One of several alternatives being 
considered for the project is a diverging 
diamond interchange (DDI) concept 
(Figure 7). It must be noted that a single 
interchange type/alternative has not 
yet been chosen as it is too early in 
the project development process. DDIs 
have been proven to increase safety by 
eliminating left turns against oncoming 
traffic, improving the flow of traffic, and 
eliminating last-minute lane changes. They 
have been proven to decrease the total 
number of incidents (-14%), fatality and 
injury incidents (-44%), rear-end incidents 
(-11%), and left-turn incidents (-55%).6  
NCDOT has already constructed a DDI on 
I-26/NC 280 (Airport Road) in Asheville, 
with noticeable improvements to safety 
(See Table 5’s DDI LOS projections). 
The previous interchange (i.e., No Build 
scenario) had a poor-to-failing level of 
service (LOS) and significant queuing, 
whereas the DDI scenario projected good 
LOS and minimal queuing.

6 https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/03611981211004961

Table 5: I-26 at NC 280 DDI Preliminary Analysis

Red Indicates Poor LOS @ Indicates Significant Queuing

Intersection

No Build DDI

2008 Based 
on Counts

2025 Based 
on 2% Annual 
Growth

2008 Based 
on Counts

2025 Based 
on 2% Annual 
Growth

1 I-26 Eastbound 
Ramp (Signalized 
Intersection)

INT LOS E F @ B B
EB E @ F @ B C
NB E @ F @ B B
SB D @ E @ A A

2 I-26 Westbound 
Ramp (Signalized 
Intersection)

INT LOS D @ F @ B C
WB F F @ B C
NB C @ E @ B C @
SB D @ F @ B C @

Figure 7: Diverging Diamond Interchange Concept

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/03611981211004961
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The connection this project creates benefits everyone in the area when it comes to 
emergency services. Emergency situations at Biltmore Park West, on NC 191, and/
or on I-26 would be easier to access with the new connection. A letter of support from 
Skyland Fire & Rescue, who services the project area, can be found in the appendix to 
this Grant Application. The interchange and roadway will also improve alternate route 
options in the area in case of a road closure or evacuation scenario.

Figure 8: Fire and Rescue Locations within Ten Miles of Project
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B. Environmental Sustainability
Reduces Emissions 
NCDOT is committed to sustainability and environmental stewardship.7 The agency 
supports the development of sustainable communities, and will therefore work with 
Buncombe County to ensure that this project and its construction will follow the 
county’s policies, sustainability commitments, and other environmental protocols. 
Though the project site is not formally part of the City of Asheville, the project’s 
construction and the final product will impact Asheville’s traffic, economy, citizens, 
environment, and several other major pieces of the City’s functionality. 

The Pratt & Whitney Manufacturing Center will employ approximately 800 people, 
and more employment hubs are projected to develop in Biltmore Park West. The 
new interstate exit will reduce trip length by creating a direct route for employees to 
get to work instead of having them travel four miles out of their way (north or south) 
to access an exit (Figure 9). This layout will help reduce emissions associated 
with the project site. The interchange will be tying into and leveraging existing 
infrastructure (I-26), which will minimize the project’s footprint and maximize the 
benefit to the overall system.

7     https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/environmental/Pages/default.aspx

Figure 9: Interchange Locations and Routing

KEY
Existing Northbound  
Traffic Pattern
Existing Southbound  
Traffic Pattern
Proposed Traffic Pattern

Pratt & Whitney Site
Proposed Interchange

N

https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/environmental/Pages/default.aspx
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Promotes Energy Efficiency 
It makes sense to support the Pratt & Whitney investment since their work will positively 
impact the regional economy and create innovations to reduce climate change. The 
company is continually improving the efficiency of their products, including reducing 
the amount of noise produced by their engines and increasing fuel efficiency. They 
are an industry leader in producing low emission products such as their TALON 
combustion technology. Pratt & Whitney is actively working to reduce its facilities’ water 
consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, industrial waste, and to increase recycled 
waste.8  The facility itself will be certified LEED Silver.

As the first development in Biltmore Park West, the Pratt & Whitney site will set a high 
standard of environmental sustainability for other developments that invest in the area 
around the project site. The project will encourage and perpetuate the greening of the 
aerospace and auto industries by better connecting them to the region and by showing 
potential future green manufacturers that North Carolina welcomes them.

Incorporate Electrification
NCDOT has committed to work with project partners to investigate electric vehicle 
infrastructure, which could include charging facilities, within the overall project site.

Increases Resiliency and Improves Stormwater Management 
North Carolina is, unfortunately, regularly impacted by hurricanes and tropical storms. 
Weather becomes more and more unpredictable each year as an impact of climate 
change. In response to this, the State of North Carolina, along with NCDOT and other 
partners, published the Climate Risk Assessment and Resilience Plan in 2020.9 The 
plan outlines the major climate concerns for different sectors across the State, including 
the transportation system. The chief concerns reported for the transportation system are 
storms (tropical, hurricane, and other) and flooding. The Plan encourages agencies to 
take a proactive approach to climate change and disaster management.

This project will incorporate concerns and suggestions from the Climate Plan into 
its planning stages, including the exploration of tying the proposed roadway and 
interchange into any nearby emergency routes, ensuring efficient travel along the 
roadway in preparation for emergency events, and collaborating with local government 
agencies (e.g., Buncombe County) to address the containment of stormwater runoff 
from the project site. Currently, Pratt & Whitney’s site plan includes two stormwater 
drainage containment ponds and the developers are working to meet Buncombe 
County’s stormwater management criteria. Future Biltmore Park West developments 
will be held to Buncombe County and other applicable entities’ stormwater management 
regulations as well.

8    https://www.pwc.ca/en/company/sustainability
9     https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/climate-change/resilience-plan/2020-Climate-Risk-Assessment-and-Resilience-Plan.pdf

https://www.pwc.ca/en/company/sustainability
https://files.nc.gov/ncdeq/climate-change/resilience-plan/2020-Climate-Risk-Assessment-and-Resilience-Plan.pdf
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Recycles Existing Infrastructure
I-26 Flying to the Future will tie into the existing interstate, using what is already there 
as much as is practicable. The project’s footprint is being minimized to avoid negatively 
impacting the natural landscape as much as is practicable. During construction, NCDOT 
plans to incorporate the use of recycled asphalt pavement (RAP).

Environmental Justice 
Because of North Carolina’s exposure to extreme weather events and its lush and 
diverse natural environment, environmental policies exist from the state level down 
to the local level. The Asheville region is known for being progressive and equitable, 
which applies to its environmental policies and decisions. Environmental justice will 
continue to be monitored and addressed as the project progresses, and at this time is 
being achieved through the planning and environmental portions of the project. Due to 
the undeveloped nature of Biltmore Park West, no groups will be directly or negatively 
impacted by NCDOT’s project or construction activities. The largest impact would be 
temporary disruption of traffic on I-26 during construction, which would not disparately 
impact any group over others. The current I-26 widening project is proof that this 
corridor can handle temporary changes without incapacitating the transportation system. 
The closest residential area is approximately 0.8 miles southeast of the proposed 
interchange, across the Blue Ridge Parkway and accessible via Long Shoals Road (I-26 
Exit 37). The interchange project will not create any long-term negative environmental 
impacts for people in the area. 

Image Source

https://www.ashreal.com/area/biltmore-park/
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C. Quality of Life
Tie-Ins to Paths/Trails, Proposed Greenway 
Buncombe County and the surrounding region are full of fun excursions and activities, 
some of which draw in a national audience. I-26 Flying to the Future will provide new 
access directly from I-26 to the North Carolina Arboretum and Blue Ridge Parkway, 
which are regional and national attractions. The site itself, Biltmore Park West, is part 
of Biltmore Farms, Co. The renowned Biltmore Estate is located approximately 2.5 
miles from the project site.

There are numerous outdoor recreation facilities surrounding the project site, 
including hiking trails, tubing launch sites, river access points for kayaking/canoeing, 
and parks. The nearest recreation facilities to the project site are Old River Road 
trail, which partially runs along the east bank of the French Broad River, and French 
Broad River to Dingle Creek Trail, which runs along Blue Ridge Parkway and is part 
of the Mountains-to-Sea Trail. Pisgah National Forest, which envelopes Bent Creek 
Experimental Forest, borders the west bank of the French Broad River immediately 
adjacent to the project site.

While there are currently no near-term plans to connect the project area into 
Asheville’s existing transit system (Figure 10), there is an opportunity to connect it 
into a network of multiuse paths and trails in the future. Buncombe County Recreation 
Services has created a Greenways and Trails Master Plan which includes several 
localized feasibility studies and master plans. The Bent Creek-Lake Julian Greenway 
Feasibility Study identifies a preferred alternative immediately adjacent to the project 
area (Figure 11).10 The trail tie-ins and complete streets concept will be studied as 
part of the planning process.

Figure 10: Existing Area Trails Figure 11: Bent Creek-Lake Julian Greenway 
Feasibility Study Preferred Greenway Alternative

10  https://www.buncombecounty.org/common/parks/documents/greenways-master-plan/ 
   feasibility-study-reports/bent-creek-lake-julian.pdf

N
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https://www.buncombecounty.org/common/parks/documents/greenways-master-plan/feasibility-study-reports/bent-creek-lake-julian.pdf
https://www.buncombecounty.org/common/parks/documents/greenways-master-plan/feasibility-study-reports/bent-creek-lake-julian.pdf
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Increased Access to Goods, Services, and Jobs
The COVID-19 pandemic underscored that communities of color face particular 
disparities and challenges in mobility and access to goods and services; they also are 
disproportionately the “essential workers” serving industries throughout the state. This 
project is among NCDOT’s efforts as a transportation provider to improve resilience and 
provide essential travel on the State’s highway system, in turn enhancing racial and 
social equity by making the system responsive to the needs of low-income communities 
and communities of color both in normal circumstances and in times of crisis.

Constructing this interchange to the Pratt & Whitney site will increase the quality 
of life for people regionally because of its widespread improvements for access to 
opportunities. As stated in the “Economic Competitiveness” section (see page 20 ), 
the manufacturing facility will offer positions that pay well above the average income in 
Buncombe County and surrounding area. The interchange is a critical component for 
providing people availability to good-paying jobs by creating a direct connection to and 
from the job center.

Connection to Affordable Housing
Buncombe County owns nearly 140 acres of land on Ferry Road (Figure 12); the 
property is bound by I-26 to the east, NC 191 to the west, and French Broad River to 
the south and is located approximately 1.5 miles north of the new interchange. The 
property is being master planned by a private consulting firm, Equinox Environmental 
Consultation & Design, Inc. The property’s development plan will include workforce 
and affordable housing to accommodate the existing and upcoming manufacturing and 
skilled laborers in the area. The Ferry Road project will include a Transportation Access 
Assessment, but no formal plans have been developed yet for transit. The new bridge 
is being constructed over the French Broad River to connect the project site to NC 
191; it is less than one-half mile south of the affordable housing development. Creating 
the connection to the affordable housing development positively impacts racial equity 
and addresses housing as a barrier to opportunity by creating housing that is not only 
accessible to underserved and minority populations, but is within walking and biking 
distance to good-paying jobs such as those offered at Pratt & Whitney.

Figure 12: Future 
Ferry Road 
Development Site

N
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MBE, DBE Utilization
NCDOT has an ongoing commitment to involve Disadvantaged Business Enterprises 
(DBE), Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), and Woman Business Enterprises (WBE) 
in USDOT- and NCDOT-assisted contracts. To address racial equity, NCDOT will create 
project-specific DBE goals. Each project looks at specific contract items and considers 
the availability of DBEs for the specific contract when setting project DBE goals. As is 
standard, a Good Faith Effort report will be created if this goal is not met.

Accessible Educational Benefit to People of Color and Low Income
Associated with the development happening adjacent to the project site, Asheville-
Buncombe Technical Community College (AB Tech) provides non-degree manufacturing 
training.11 AB Tech will build a 20,000 square-foot training center to create a “pipeline 
of skilled workers” to the Pratt & Whitney plant.12 Currently, AB Tech’s Advanced 
Manufacturing Center is offering prep courses in anticipation of the plant opening, 
and people who take the courses are guaranteed an interview at the facility. The 
manufacturing program provides people in the region an affordable and accessible 
education/training option that does not take long to complete (16 weeks is the longest 
advanced manufacturing training offered).

Access to higher and continuing education has 
often been rooted in systemic socioeconomic 
inequity, so AB Tech’s widely and easily accessible 
program will positively impact students of color, 
low-income students, and other marginalized 
groups. About 20% of AB Tech’s total student body 
are racial minorities (African American, Asian/
Pacific Islander, Hispanic, Native American, and 
Mixed Race). 49% of the student body identify as 
female. Nearly 15,000 people attend AB Tech for 
training and continuing education.13  Buncombe 
County has one of the higher rates of racial 
minorities in Western North Carolina (16%) and 
34% of the population are considered low income. 
AB Tech’s new location will serve these Buncombe 
County populations well, and its proximity to I-26 
Flying to the Future will create widespread benefits 
to people of color and low-income populations in 
other counties as well.

11  https://abtech.edu/amc
12  https://abtech.edu/programs/workforce/advanced-manufacturing-center/pratt-whitney-information
13  https://abtech.edu/document/2019-2020-continuing-education-student-profile

Image Source

https://abtech.edu/amc
https://abtech.edu/programs/workforce/advanced-manufacturing-center/pratt-whitney-information
https://abtech.edu/document/2019-2020-continuing-education-student-profile
https://abtech.edu/
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Buncombe County and the State of North Carolina are both tentatively investing 
$5 million each into the AB Tech facility, for a total investment of $10 million. 
The community college is engaged in most economic development efforts in the 
Asheville region to leverage the efforts to the benefit of their student body and 
underserved communities.

Setting a Precedent for LGBTQ+ Equality
LGBTQ+ equality may not be the first 
thing that comes to mind when thinking 
of manufacturing or highways, yet I-26 
Flying to the Future is looking to holistically 
increase equity as much as possible through 
this project. Raytheon Technologies, Pratt 
& Whitney’s parent company, received 
a perfect rating of 100 for the Human 
Rights Campaign’s (HRC) Corporate 
Equality Index in 2021.14 HRC is a leading 
advocate of equality and LGBTQ+ rights 
in the United States. Pratt & Whitney’s 
commitment to equity sets a standard not 
only for other manufacturing facilities, but 
for other businesses in the region and future 
businesses that establish themselves at 
Biltmore Park West. Their HRC score signals 
that they are being proactive in welcoming a 
diverse workforce.

Table 6: Demographics for Western North Carolina Region

Source People of Color Low Income Limited English  
Proficiency Elderly

North Carolina 37% 36% 2% 15%
Buncombe 16% 34% 2% 19%
Madison 6% 39% 0% 21%
Transylvania 10% 39% 2% 29%
Henderson 17% 31% 3% 25%
Polk 14% 33% 1% 29%
Rutherford 17% 42% 0% 21%

14  https://www.hrc.org/resources/buyers-guide/raytheon-technologies-corp.

+

Image Source

https://www.hrc.org/resources/buyers-guide/raytheon-technologies-corp.
https://www.geaviation.com/press-release/other-news-information/ge-aviation-expanding-two-north-carolina-plants-meet-growing
https://whyy.org/articles/aclu-sues-trump-over-transgender-military-ban/
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15  https://www.geaviation.com/press-release/other-news-information/ge-aviation-expanding-two-north- 
    carolina-plants-meet-growing
16  https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/infrastructure/ismt/state_maps/states/north_carolina.htm

D. Economic Competitiveness
The economic benefits of the project are largely due to future economic development 
on the Biltmore Park West site, and collaboration and partnership with the Pratt & 
Whitney Manufacturing Facility as it develops. I-26 Flying to the Future looks to local 
success stories to affirm the longevity of the project’s benefits. NCDOT is confident 
that constructing this interchange and its associated roadway to connect the facility 
with the region will result in long-lasting economic benefits. Proof of this lies in GE 
Aviation, which has jet engine manufacturing and assembling facilities throughout North 
Carolina, including Asheville, West Jefferson, Wilmington, and Durham. The Asheville 
plant opened in 2014 and invested an additional $105 million into the plant in 2018 to 
meet demand.15  The GE facility, which is ~4.5 miles northeast of the project site, is 
comparable to the Pratt & Whitney facility in that they manufacture similar products, 
though the Pratt & Whitney facility will employ nearly double what the GE plant does. 

The Future Exit 35 interchange is partly what attracted Pratt & Whitney to Biltmore 
Park West due to its large number of employees and the need to ship its products; the 
interchange will continue to attract businesses and economic opportunities to the site. 
The proximity of the existing and future facilities to I-26, which is an FHWA-designated 
freight route16, will streamline the movement of goods to and from the manufacturing 
facility using the Just-in-Time system, the new roadway, and new interchange. Just-in-
Time (JIT) is a strategy to increase efficiency by receiving materials only as they are 
needed. As mentioned in the “Environmental Sustainability” section (see page 13), the 
project will allow employees to access a more direct route to work, saving them both 
time and money while reducing congestion in the area’s roadway systems.

Buncombe County is the employment center of the mountain region, with a total 
employment of 121,073 compared with the next highest county of Henderson with 
33,082. Many of these jobs, however, are in retail and hospitality due to much of the 
area’s economy being dependent on tourism. Underemployment is one concern, as 
is the number of educated and skilled working age who move outside of the region 
seeking more gainful employment. See the section “Quality of Life” for information on 
attracting, training, and retaining skilled workers.

Pratt & Whitney’s plant will provide good-paying jobs to 800 people, the vast majority 
of whom will be local hires. The economic impact of creating the connection to good-
paying jobs will be widespread. As noted in the “Quality of Life” section, the commuter 
shed extends to several counties including Buncombe, Henderson, Haywood, Madison, 
and several other counties (Figure 6). Many commuters to Asheville and Buncombe 
County are from underserved communities and/or rural areas.

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/infrastructure/ismt/state_maps/states/north_carolina.htm
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/infrastructure/ismt/state_maps/states/north_carolina.htm
https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/infrastructure/ismt/state_maps/states/north_carolina.htm
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The average income is projected to be $68,000 per year per person,17  which exceeds 
both North Carolina’s per capita income ($30,783) and median household income 
($54,602).18 The combination of the facility and interchange makes the area attractive 
for further development by other companies; the partnership is an exemplary model of 
regional socioeconomic investment.

E. State of Good Repair
Currently, I-26 is part of the National Highway System and the National Highway 
Freight Network. NC 191 is part of the State Highway System in North Carolina, is a 
Federal Aid Road, and a functionally classified minor arterial. This corridor connects to 
coastal ports south into Charleston, South Carolina.

There is a gap of approximately 4.5 miles between Exits 33 and 37; the proposed Exit 
35 will create a connection that will allow travelers to avoid going several miles out 
of their way to reach their destinations. The connection not only improves the east-
west connection through the site, but improves I-26 and NC 191’s connectivity to the 
southern Buncombe County area. The connection will help the movement of freight, 
commuters, tourists, and other travelers to their destinations more quickly, efficiently, 
and safely than the current transportation system allows.

The proposed interchange project is on an undeveloped property that is adjacent to 
a developing manufacturing and mixed-use area. This growing employment area is 
currently accessible only from NC 191, a two-to-five lane highway that limits regional 
accessibility to these jobs. NC 191 already experiences high volumes of traffic, due 
in part to its connection to commercial/retail centers, residential neighborhoods, 
the North Carolina Arboretum, Blue Ridge Parkway, and other regional attractions. 

Table 7: Income/Salary Comparison

Median Household Income
North Carolina $54,602
Buncombe County $53,960
Asheville $49,930
Per Capita Income
North Carolina $30,783
Buncombe County $31,439
Asheville $33,176
Pratt & Whitney Salary
Average Facility-Wide Salary $68,000
Machinist/Skilled Labor Salary $55,000

17  https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.citizen-times.com/amp/6075798002
18  https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/NC/INC910219#INC910219

https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.citizen-times.com/amp/6075798002
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/NC/INC910219#INC910219
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/NC/INC910219#INC910219
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Creating an additional connection to the area from I-26 will help alleviate pressure from 
an already stressed highway system, especially during peak commute hours, tourist 
season, and during emergency events. 

F. Partnership
The RAISE Grant recipient for this application is the North Carolina Department of 
Transportation. I-26 Flying to the Future involves the collaboration of a multitude 
of partners and stakeholders. The project’s partners and stakeholders include the 
following:
• NCDOT
• Asheville-Buncombe Technical 

Community College
• Biltmore Farms Company
• Buncombe County
• Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
• Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) North Carolina Division 

• North Carolina Department of 
Environmental Quality (NC DEQ)

• North Carolina Wildlife Resources 
Commission

• Raytheon Technologies Corporation - 
Pratt & Whitney Division

• State Historic Preservation Office
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)

 
As the project owner, NCDOT is taking the lead for all aspects of the project from 
planning to construction contracting. NCDOT uses the “Merger Process”, which 
streamlines project development and permitting by including stakeholders in the overall 
process. The Merger Process includes:
• NCDOT
• USACE
• NC DEQ
• FHWA
• Other agencies and local governments 

The USACE will be responsible for reviewing and approving the Section 404 Permit for 
the project development. USACE will collaborate on design avoidance and minimization 
measures. Biltmore Farms owns the land that the project site is located on, which 
includes the Pratt & Whitney site. They are actively participating in land investment that 
will benefit the region’s people and economy. Buncombe County is participating in the 
project’s development and is also a permitting entity. NCDOT has been working with the 
agencies included in the Merger Process to meet all applicable requirements and submit 
any required permits. FHWA is the lead federal agency responsible for the review and 
approval of access to the interstate at the project location. FHWA will also be the final 
approval agency for NEPA documentation. NC DEQ ensures that the impacts from 
the project fall into an acceptable range and that mitigation of negative environmental 
impact is taking place. The North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission and USFWS 
have been involved in the ongoing surveying regarding the project’s potential impact to 
local threatened and endangered species. Pratt & Whitney has been coordinating with 
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NCDOT regarding their project. The proximity of the Biltmore Estate to the project site 
has led to the involvement of the State Historic Preservation Office. They will ensure 
that NCDOT minimizes the project’s potential effects to the adjacent historic sites.

All the project partners are also considered stakeholders; they provide valuable and 
ongoing input into the project’s processes. In addition to the project partners listed, 
additional project stakeholders are as follows:
• Asheville-Buncombe Technical Community College (AB Tech)
• Asheville Chamber of Commerce
• Duke Energy
• Equinox Environmental Consultation & Design, Inc.
• French Broad River Metropolitan Planning Organization
• Golden Leaf Foundation
• Members of the public
 
AB Tech, as stated throughout this Grant Application, is building a new facility as a 
direct result of this project. As the champions of the area’s economy and businesses, 
the Asheville Chamber of Commerce will provide valuable project input. Duke Energy 
will be constructing a substation adjacent to the project site that will service the area. 
Equinox Environmental Consultation & Design, working for Buncombe County, is the 
group that is creating a master plan for a 137-acre property immediately across the 
river from the project site. NCDOT will coordinate with the county on their project. The 
Golden Leaf Foundation has committed $12 million for the construction of a bridge 
that will cross the French Broad River, connecting the site to NC 191 (currently under 
construction). French Broad River MPO is providing NCDOT with vital data regarding 
planning endeavors near the project site (ex. Greenways and Trails Master Plan), and 
will continue to be involved in discussions during the project’s planning activities as a 
participant in the Section 404/NEPA Merger Process. 

Members of the public will be given an opportunity to voice questions, comments, and 
concerns during NCDOT’s public participation process for the project. NCDOT has a 
public involvement plan in place for this project, and as part of the public involvement 
process, the public and stakeholders will be able to provide comments and concerns 
about the interchange and roadway project. Their comments will be used to create 
an end-product that will maximize the benefits to everyone, not just developers and 
private business owners. Unlike most new interchange projects, there are virtually no 
neighboring property owners to contact for conventional project meetings. Instead, this 
project will seek to engage the larger economic region to determine whether the project 
is sufficient to achieve the desired labor market outcomes. The larger economic region 
includes rural and underserved communities that are part of the commuter shed. A 
project website is one method of seeking public input, as are expanded media exposure 
and outreach to local business and education groups.
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G. Innovation
(i) Innovative Technologies
As the birthplace of modern flight, North Carolina is known for being a hub of 
innovation. I-26 Flying to the Future will help to carry forward the State’s legacy of 
innovative aerospace technology.

I-26 Flying to the Future will incorporate elements of Intelligent Transportation 
Systems (ITS) and Transportation Systems Management and Operations (TSMO), 
which are inventive and modern concepts to improve transportation systems. NCDOT 
is already well-versed in ITS, having deployed ITS infrastructure such as 511, signal 
systems, and incident management patrols on its interstates.19 The new interchange 
will tie into I-26’s existing ITS by integrating physical infrastructure and digital systems 
from the project site into NCDOT’s existing systems.

Physical infrastructure includes components such as CCTV, roadway weather 
information systems (RWIS), and dynamic message signs (DMS). NCDOT currently 
has a camera near mile marker 35 (adjacent to the project site) that provides static 
images of the roadway. The static image in Figure 13 shows construction progress 
that is part of the I-26 widening project. This data capture feeds into NCDOT’s traveler 
information systems, allowing motorists to visualize roadway conditions and make 
safe trip planning decisions. There is a permanent DMS approximately 1.5 miles north 
of the project site on I-26 that can be used to display travel times, warn motorists of 
incidents or adverse weather, and is generally used to improve safety and efficiency of 
the roadway via messaging.

Some of NCDOT’s digital systems 
include the transmittal of sensor data to 
one of three traffic management centers 
across the state, the remote use of 
DMS, disseminating traveler information, 
and commercial vehicle operations. 
The project area will be included on 
NCDOT’s interactive DriveNC map, 
which pulls traffic and sensor data 
to provide travelers with up-to-date 
roadway and traffic conditions.20  

NCDOT received an INFRA Grant 
for I-95/US 70 and US 74 to create a 
fiber backbone for NCDOT’s current 
and future technological needs. This 
project envelops the I-26 corridor that is 
19  https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/Transportation/safety-mobility/its/Pages/default.aspx
20  https://www.drivenc.gov/

Figure 13: Mile Marker 35 Camera

https://www.ncdot.gov/initiatives-policies/Transportation/safety-mobility/its/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.drivenc.gov/
https://www.drivenc.gov/
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included in I-26 Flying to the Future because US 74 combines with I-26 into Asheville. 
Conduit for the fiber backbone is being installed along I-26.

To minimize potential impacts to federally listed species, NCDOT will implement 
innovative lighting techniques included in the I-26 Widening Project to reduce the impact 
of manmade facilities on local bat populations. 

The Pratt & Whitney site presents more opportunities to include innovative technologies 
to the area. Considering electric vehicle charging infrastructure will show a commitment 
to forward-thinking, sustainable transportation options. The facility itself is innovative; 
instead of a standard manufacturing facility, Pratt & Whitney went the extra mile by 
ensuring the building is LEED Silver certified and is a proponent of the inclusion of 
sustainable energy sources. The larger site is envisioned to have a mix of uses instead 
of exclusively being a typical industrial park. NCDOT will work with project partners 
to investigate other innovative technologies, like an automated shuttle that connects 
facilities in Biltmore Park West, though it is too early in the project and the site’s 
development to make a hard commitment to implement such technologies.

As stated in the “Quality of Life” section of this application, AB Tech is taking an 
innovative approach to the development of the Pratt & Whitney site. AB Tech is building 
a training facility close to the manufacturing facility to provide pre- and post-training to 
Pratt & Whitney employees, and to recruit new qualified employees.

(ii) Innovative Project Delivery
NCDOT has an award-winning21 Transportation Systems Management and Operations 
(TSMO) program, specifically for its innovative approach to its Incident Management 
Assistance Patrol (IMAP). IMAP provides free roadside assistance for incidents and 
stranded motorists on North Carolina’s highways. NCDOT has developed a cutting-
edge approach to IMAP by creating a real-world training facility that goes beyond 
the classroom setting to teach first responders how to manage incidents safely and 
efficiently. The I-26 project area is part of IMAP’s service area, meaning these expertly 
trained patrols will help to keep the project area’s traffic flowing safely and efficiently. 
During project planning, NCDOT will ensure that the project integrates any applicable 
TSMO activities outlined in the 2018 TSMO Strategic Plan.22

 
NCDOT’s Merger Process streamlines the environmental permitting process, which is 
discussed in the “Partnership” section.

(iii) Innovative Financing
Biltmore Farms Co. is donating most of the right-of-way needed for the construction of 
the I-26 Flying to the Future Project, which will save taxpayer dollars while benefiting 
the region. NCDOT is also seeking ARC and US EDA funding for the project.

21  https://transportationops.org/tsmoaward
22  https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/NCDOT%202018%20TSMO%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf

https://transportationops.org/tsmoaward
https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/NCDOT%202018%20TSMO%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf
https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/NCDOT%202018%20TSMO%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf
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V. Environmental Risk

The required approvals and permits include a Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 
permit due to potential impacts to jurisdictional water resources. As part of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process for this project, a NCDOT Type III Categorical 
Exclusion (CE) process will be followed. This CE is for Federal aid projects with no 
anticipated significant environmental impacts.23 

There are environmental risks associated 
with the project, and several mitigation 
strategies that will be engaged to minimize 
these risks. The proposed project will be 
developed through NCDOT’s Section 
404/NEPA Merger Process to streamline 
environmental and permitting decisions 
throughout project development activities. 
The site of the project is adjacent to the 
Biltmore Estate National Historic Landmark 
to the east and the Blue Ridge Parkway 
(National Register of Historic Places 
eligible) to the south. Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 
(NHPA) will address and consider the 
project’s potential effects to the adjacent 
National Register of Historic Properties 
(NRHP) listed historic sites; the Biltmore Estate is a National Historic Landmark 
(NHL). Section 4(f) of the DOT Act of 1966 review will be completed to ensure the 
transportation project does not result in a use that adversely affects any property 
preservation purpose(s).

The project site is a densely forested area that may be part of the migratory path for 
several species of birds, including Yellow-Bellied Sapsuckers, Wood Thrush, Red-
Headed Woodpeckers and more. Section 7 of the Environmental Species Act (ESA) is 
applicable for the review and consultation for potential effects to local flora and fauna, 
including known bat populations and aquatic species habitat.

With the close proximity of the project site to the French Broad River, there is the 
potential for sedimentation from the proposed project to enter the river. Compliance with 
Section 404 of the CWA and Section 401 and Buffer Permitting protocols with the NC 
Department of Water Quality will ensure that any sedimentation that occurs is within an 
acceptable range.

23  https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/Integrated-Project-Delivery/Documents/Type%20III%20CE%20Guide%20 
    DRAFT%209-27-2018-HNTB.pdf

Image Source

https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/Integrated-Project-Delivery/Documents/Type%20III%20CE%20Guide%20DRAFT%209-27-2018-HNTB.pdf
https://connect.ncdot.gov/projects/Integrated-Project-Delivery/Documents/Type%20III%20CE%20Guide%20DRAFT%209-27-2018-HNTB.pdf
https://transops.s3.amazonaws.com/uploaded_files/NCDOT%202018%20TSMO%20Strategic%20Plan.pdf
https://www.biltmore.com/blog/10-fast-facts-about-biltmore/
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Table 8: Project History

Table 9: Tentative Project Schedule

Project Activities to Date

Submit Project for STIP January 2021

Concept Alternatives Development March 2021

Begin Traffic Forecast April 2021

Crash Analysis Request May 2021

ETRACS (Cultural Resources) May 2021

Internal Scoping Meeting May 2021

Section 404/NEPA Merger Decision May 2021

Begin Threatened and Endangered Species Surveys June 2021

External Scoping Meeting June 2021

Activity Date

Traffic Forecast

Summer 2021
Merger Concurrence Point 1 & 2

Indirect and Cumulative Effects (ICE) Report

Natural Resource Technical Report/Jurisdictional Determination

Interchange Access Report (IAR)

Fall 2021

Stakeholder/Small Group Meetings

Local Officials’ Informational Briefing

Public Comment Period

Merger Concurrence Point 3 & 4a

Traffic Operations Analysis

Winter 2021/22
Community Impact Assessment (CIA)

T&E Surveys

Traffic Noise

Type III Categorical Exclusion (CE)
Spring 2022

Right of Way

Construction Summer 2023
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VI. Benefit-Cost Analysis

As a proposed project to support economic development in Buncombe County, the 
direct benefits primarily accrue from reduced travel time afforded by better network 
connectivity. The shifting traffic patterns also translate into reduced exposure to 
crash risk. Upon quantifying basic user benefits under conservative assumptions, the 
benefit-cost analysis (BCA) shows a net present value (NPV) of about $24 million, 
and a benefit-cost ratio (BCR) of 1.70. The BCA results are summarized in the 
following table, with further detail appended.

The BCA dollar values in this table have been adjusted to 2019 values based on the 
GDP implicit price deflator, and all future values are discounted to present values at 
7% per annum. 

The majority of the quantified benefits arise from estimated travel time savings, with 
smaller contributions from crash reduction and residual value of the new infrastructure. 
Previously presented beneficial economic competitiveness and impact for the region is 
not part of BCA, but other direct, albeit unquantified, benefits include the following: 

• State of good repair, which is a given for new infrastructure such as proposed with 
this project; see section IV.E

• Faster emergency response for fire, emergency medical services, and other first 
responders

• Property values in the vicinity will dramatically increase as economic development 
gets underway

• Stronger agglomeration economy through improved network connectivity and 
proximity of so many new highly skilled jobs to population centers, educational 
facilities, and other job sectors

• Positive distributional effects from the investment and variety of new jobs brought 
to the region, as well as NCDOT’s requirement for DBE participation in project 
construction

• Finally, quality of life benefits from this investment as outlined in section IV.C

Complete details and an Excel file for the BCA are appended.

Table 10: BCA Summary

Costs (Economic, Real 2019$, Discounted) $34,543,353

Benefits (Economic, Real 2019$, Discounted) $58,679,325

Net Present Value (NPV) $24,135,972

Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR) 1.703


